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Figure 1: Most preferred combinations of sleep visualizations and data from our survey for diferent types and granularities 
of sleep data. 

ABSTRACT 
We present the fndings of four studies related to the visualization 
of sleep data on wearables with two form factors: smartwatches 
and ftness bands. Our goal was to understand the interests, pref-
erences, and efectiveness of diferent sleep visualizations by form 
factor. In a survey, we showed that wearers were mostly interested 
in weekly sleep duration, and nightly sleep phase data. Visualiza-
tions of this data were generally preferred over purely text-based 
representations, and the preferred chart type for ftness bands, and 
smartwatches was often the same. In one in-person pilot study, and 
two crowdsourced studies, we then tested the efectiveness of the 
most preferred representations for diferent tasks, and found that 
participants performed simple tasks efectively on both form factors 
but more complex tasks benefted from the larger smartwatch size. 
Lastly, we refect on our crowdsourced study methodology for test-
ing the efectiveness of visualizations for wearables. Supplementary 
material is available at https://osf.io/yz8ar/. 
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CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in visu-
alization; Mobile devices. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
A large number of people are interested in analyzing data about 
their sleep to improve their health, and overall well-being [42]. To 
this end people often wear smartwatches and ftness bands that 
come with sensors, and software that allows capturing data on 
sleep duration, quality, stages, or related aspects such as oxygen 
saturation, and heart rate. Wearables are a growing market, and as 
such, it is timely to investigate how best to visualize data important 
to the wearers of these devices. 

In this paper, we focus on the visualization of sleep data on ft-
ness trackers. Fitness trackers are wearable devices like wristbands, 
smartwatches, and sports watches that primarily expose data about 
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health, and ftness activities. Fitness trackers are increasingly ca-
pable of capturing sleep data accurately [40], and sleep tracking 
apps have become central for many people seeking to improve their 
sleep behaviors [32]. Currently, sleep data is mostly checked on 
companion apps on smartphones, or websites rather than on the 
tracker itself [33]. Checking data on the tracker, however, would 
allow people to quickly glance at their data post-activity like they 
already do for other types of tracked activities without consulting 
alternative devices. Fitness tracker wearers also expressed this de-
sire for in-situ consultation of sleep data and reported wanting to 
see sleep data on their trackers, in particular directly after waking 
up [5]. Our follow-up survey confrmed this desire, and 38% of 
respondents mentioned checking sleep data directly after waking 
up. We would expect people to focus primarily on simple sleep ag-
gregates (such as the number of hours slept) in such a quick-glance 
scenario. Nevertheless, we explore both simple and more complex 
visualizations as we expect that wearers begin to explore advanced 
features of their ftness trackers after extended use [22]. We have 
no data to explain why some device manufacturers do not expose 
more detailed sleep data on trackers themselves. It is possible that 
device manufacturers do not know the interest in this data but also 
that the lack of guidelines, examples, and design considerations for 
visualizations of detailed sleep data play a role. 

Our work makes several contributions to address these concerns. 
First, we provide results of a survey with 108 ftness tracker wear-
ers,1 in which we learned how wearers track their sleep, what they 
wish to learn from their sleep data, and which sleep visualizations 
they prefer for diferent granularities of sleep data, and for diferent 
device form factors: smartwatch, or ftness band. Our results indi-
cated that the most preferred visualizations were often similar for 
people who wore smartwatches, and those who wore ftness bands, 
even though the ftness band-sized visualizations were roughly half 
the size of the smartwatch-sized ones (Figure 1). 

Our second contribution is three quantitative studies about the 
efectiveness of preferred visualizations across three types of form 
factors (smartwatch, horizontal, and vertical ftness band) to make 
recommendations about visualizations to use for sleep data. 

We frst conducted a detailed in-person pilot study followed by 
two crowdsourced perceptual studies that compared the preferred 
visualizations from the survey for weekly, and nightly sleep data 
under three diferent analysis tasks. Participants preferred, and were 
more confdent with the smartwatch-sized visualizations but simple 
tasks could be performed equally efectively on both smartwatch, 
and ftness band form factors. Only the more complex tasks seemed 
to beneft from the larger display size. 

Finally, we ofer refections on our study methodology, during 
which we balanced reaching a larger pool of crowdsourced partici-
pants with ecological validity, and direct experimental control, com-
pared to our in-person pilot study; hoping to expand discussions 
on appropriate study methodologies for wearable visualization. 

1Details about the questionnaire are available in the supplementary material–https: 
//osf.io/f3vja/. 
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2 RELATED WORK 
Research on visualizations for wearables is still sparse. Prior work 
with ftness trackers has focused mostly on the accuracy of track-
ing sensors, and recommendations to improve engagement with 
wearers. Our study focuses on the use, and perception of ftness 
data visualizations, specifcally for sleep data; therefore, we dis-
cuss related research on the current use of wearables, and their 
visualizations. 

2.1 Wearables in Use 
The practice of using technology like wrist-worn wearables (e.g., 
smartwatches, ftness bands) is becoming more widespread. Wear-
ers of ftness tracking devices often use visualizations to increase 
self-awareness, and self-knowledge that may lead to behavioral 
change. Previous work on ftness trackers has focused mostly on 
the accuracy of tracking sensors [41, 65, 68], and recommendations 
to improve engagement with wearers [18, 27, 61]. More recently, 
some studies have investigated which representations of ftness 
data wearers prefer for specifc use cases, such as during activity, 
or for long-term data exploration [3, 66]. 

Carrion et al. [18] conducted a study with 30 teenagers using the 
Withings Pulse smartwatch [67], and the Misft Shine [59] ftness 
tracker for a week. The main data participants used were calories 
burned, steps made, and sleeping time because these were related 
to sports, and activity contexts participants were familiar with, 
and related to specifc goals they had set. In another similar on-
line diary study with 34 wearers of Fitbit [16], and Jawbone [34] 
trackers, Asimakopoulos et al. [6] found that multiple factors moti-
vated participants to wear a device: (i) seeing if they met their goal 
(movement, sleep, calories count); (ii) looking, and feeling good, 
improving their mood, and avoid sitting; as well as (iii) getting tips, 
and recommendations about their health. 

Schirra, and Bentley [58] as well as Cecchinato et al. [19] con-
ducted interviews with early adopters of smartwatches with a focus 
on reasons for adoption, and what tasks wearers used the smart-
watches for. Later studies focused on commonly used features of 
smartwatches, fnding that people mainly used smartwatches to 
monitor, and track activities, or respond to notifcations in ad-
dition to timekeeping [1, 20, 46, 54]. Others looked at specifc 
smartwatch usees such as in classrooms [56], for healthcare pur-
poses [28, 35, 36, 45], stress detection [60], real-time eating activity 
detection [62], or understanding a wearer’s emotional state [57]. 

In contrast to this stream of research, we focus on the representa-
tion of data directly on ftness trackers, and how researchers should 
design dedicated sleep data representations for the small-scaled 
display. 

2.2 Current Visualizations on Wearables 
The literature on smartwatch visualization is still sparse. The few 
publications that exist focused either on studying representations 
for smartwatches, or on designing representations for these small 
displays. For example, researchers studied low-level perceptual 
tasks to understand glanceability of smartwatch visualizations [10], 
the impact of visual parameters (e.g., size, frequency, and color) 
on reaction times [44], or representation preferences in an air traf-
fc control use case [49]. Others’ visualization research described 
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15 (14%)

Sleep Data Visualizations for Smartwatches and Fitness Bands 

novel visualization designs specifcally for smartwatches. Examples 
include research on representing health, and ftness data on smart-
watches [3, 50], for line charts [51], temporal data [63], activity 
tracking more broadly [29], and even for integrating visualizations 
in watchstraps [38]. There were some design exploration studies 
on smartwatches in the past, which introduced novel representa-
tions like a border visualization [21], a woven color feld [2], stripe 
painting [52], and avatars to represent the quantifed self [48]. A 
recent study found a predominant display of health, and ftness 
data on watch faces [33], and the most frequent representation 
type for data was icons accompanied by text. Visualizations are 
still not as common as other representations such as text; even 
though wearers can easily, and efciently use them to represent 
some of the most commonly displayed data (e.g., health, and ftness 
data). Most current trackers tend to display only data about the 
most recent activity while ofoading historic data to environments 
with larger displays like smartphone, and tablet apps, or websites. 
The associated environment typically ofers visualizations of other 
long-term aggregated data in various temporal granularities like 
hours, days, weeks, and months. 

In contrast to these works, our studies contribute visualizations 
that wearers prefer for sleep data, and efectiveness of preferred 
visualizations across three types of form factors (smartwatch, hor-
izontal, and vertical armband) to make recommendations about 
visualizations to use for sleep data. 

3 UNDERSTANDING SLEEP VISUALIZATION 
PREFERENCES 

As a frst step towards recommendations for sleep data visualiza-
tions on ftness trackers, we investigated which type of sleep data 
people collect, and use as well as the types of visualizations they 
would prefer. To reach a wide audience we designed an online 
survey based on a similar survey published as part of a EuroVis 
Poster [5]. Our questionnaire updated answer choices to make the 
types of visualizations asked about more consistent, and included 
a randomization of answer choices, strengthening the validity of 
the results. The survey material is available in the supplementary 
material–https://osf.io/f3vja/. 

3.1 Design and Analysis 
We deployed our questionnaire using Google Forms. The frst part 
of the survey included questions about the respondents’ ftness 
tracker, and how they analyzed their sleep data. The main part of 
the questionnaire consisted of questions in which participants had 
to select a preferred visualization out of a set of four choices for 
a specifc type of sleep data granularity (previous night, previous 
week, previous month, comparison to global values), and data type 
(sleep duration versus sleep phases). Each group of images (duration 
and phases) was preceded by an open-ended question, in which 
participants described what they would like to learn about their 
sleep duration and phases, respectively. The purpose of this ques-
tion was to put participants in a mindset to answer the follow-up 
questions in the context of their own sleep data. The visualizations 
shown after were inspired by those found on common commercial 
ftness trackers and smartphone apps. The supplementary mate-
rial gives additional information about our real-world inspirations 
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Table 1: Sleep data that respondents would like to see on 
their tracker. The color-coding represents the diferent cat-
egories, and is a visual encoding of the percentage of an-
swers (the higher the opacity the higher the percentage of 
responses). 

Social NotLast Weekly Monthly Com- Inter-Night Overview Overview pari- ested son 
Phases 88 (81%) 41 (38%) 27 (25%) 

87 (80%) 60 (56%) 40 (37%) 
44 (41%) 53 (49%) 32 (30%) 
87 (80%) 57 (53%) 39 (36%) 
88 (81%) 47 (46%) 28 (26%) 

10 (9%) 
Duration 19 (18%) 4 (4%) 
Schedule 9 (8%) 30 (28%) 
Quality 18 (17%) 9 (8%) 
Metadata 15 (14%) 13 (12%) 

and chosen encodings. In addition to having common visualiza-
tions for each data type and time granularity, we always included 
one option that showed the data using text. We shufed the order 
of visualizations for each participant taking the survey. Table 2 
shows all visualizations. After each choice, participants responded 
whether they based their preference on the amount of data shown, 
the design, or both. 

We open-coded the free response questions, and iteratively de-
rived answer categories. We analyzed the fxed-choice questions 
using Tableau. 

3.2 Procedure 
After reading the consent form, and agreeing to participate in the 
survey, we asked participants to validate that they own a smart-
watch, or ftness band, which can track sleep data, and that they 
look at this data. If not, we excluded them from the survey. The 
accepted participants proceeded to answer the remaining questions. 
Based on the answer they gave regarding their used device (smart-
watch, or ftness band) they saw the visualizations adapted to this 
form factor: Square , or Wide (Table 2). 

3.3 Results 
We recruited 132 participants via Reddit, Facebook, Twitter, and 
personal emails. For the analysis, we included 108 valid responses, 
and excluded 24 people who reported not wearing a tracker, or 
not checking their sleep data. It took participants between 10, and 
15 minutes to answer the questionnaire. 

Most (86% ) of the respondents reported wearing their 
ftness tracker every night while sleeping. Most participants men-
tioned checking their sleep data only on the phone app (80.6% 

), while 4.6% checked only their ftness tracker, and 
14.6% both devices. 

Table 1 summarizes the answers participants gave regarding the 
sleep data they would like to see independent of what their current 
device could show. Most people were interested in data about their 
last night’s sleep phases, duration, quality, and other metadata—all 
of interest to more than 80% of respondents. Weekly sleep 
data was the second most preferred type but only few participants 
were interested in a social comparison of sleep data (≤18% ). 

https://osf.io/f3vja/
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Table 2 summarizes the percentages of preferred visualizations 
for diferent time granularities of the sleep phases, and sleep dura-
tion while the teaser (Figure 1) shows the most preferred visualiza-
tions in more detail. The diferences between the two top ranked 
visualizations for weekly sleep duration were so low that we con-
sidered them both as the winner. Table 2 shows the data separated 
for Square and Wide to see diferences between people us-
ing a smartwatch, and those wearing a ftness band. Across all 8 
groups of visualizations, the preferred visualization was mostly 
(5/8) the same for both types of devices. Overall, the most preferred 
visualization was often an area chart (Square = 4/8, Wide = 
3/8) rated frst by approximately 40–50% of respondents. Bar chart-
based representations were also popular, in particular for the wide 
form factor (Square = 2/8, Wide = 4/8). A clear winner was 
the hypnogram (76% ) for showing last night’s sleep phases, 
and the horizontal bars (73% ) for the social comparison of 
last night’s sleep phases on the wide version. Only for social com-
parison of sleep duration, people preferred the text version to other 
visualizations. In most cases, the text representation had the lowest, 
or second to lowest rating. 

Note that while the data visualizations we showed to people 
were similar in color coding, the explicitly encoded information 
varied between designs. To understand whether people chose their 
“preferred” representation based on the data shown or the encoding, 
we asked an additional question in the survey, in which participants 
explained how they made their choice. On average, 49% of 
the participants reported choosing the representation considering 
both the displayed data and the corresponding encoding. The pref-
erence information we gathered from the survey can help to inspire 
further studies, in which preferences based on data or visualization 
can be teased apart. Our results show that participants chose those 
visualizations that allowed them to see and infer more information 
than others in most cases. One clear outlier is the text represen-
tation of the comparison of social sleep duration, which shows 
comparatively little information as text. 

4 STUDIES COMPARING SLEEP 
VISUALIZATIONS 

Based on our survey, we found that for fve out of eight categories 
of sleep data, participants preferred the same type of visualization 
for both smartwatch, and wristband form factors. Therefore, we 
wanted to investigate how changes in form factor would afect the 
efectiveness of a visualization, and if one could expect to use the 
same representation type for both form factors. The main research 
question we investigate in the following three studies was: How 
does display form factor, expressed as display size, and orientation, 
afect the efectiveness with which people can answer questions about 
sleep data? 

4.1 General Method 
To investigate our research question, we conducted three studies: 
one in-person pilot study using a real smartwatch, and two stud-
ies conducted online as crowdsourced studies using peoples’ own 
smartphones. For all three studies, we used the same method, mea-
suring both completion time, and accuracy of participants with a 
specifc task, and visualization stimulus. In each study, and task, 
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participants had a forced-choice between two answer options; there-
fore, we used a two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) design with 
a Type 1 procedure (yes/no-responses) [37]. For each trial, partici-
pants saw the stimulus, and answered the task by pushing one of 
two buttons; then they received feedback for 1000 ms, followed by 
the next stimulus visualization. There was no time limit to answer, 
but we instructed participants to answer as accurate as possible. 

4.2 Stimuli 
Our stimuli used in all three studies had a display size of 320 px 
× 320 px (smartwatch; Square ), 320 px × 160 px (horizontal 
wristband; Wide ), and 160 px × 320 px (vertical wristband; Tall 
). 

4.3 Data Analysis and Interpretation 
To analyze the data we conducted a time, and error analysis. For all 
three studies, we calculated the sample mean per person, and condi-
tion for both time, and accuracy. We represent the sample mean us-
ing interval estimation with 95%-confdence intervals, which we ad-
justed for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni corrections [31]. 
We construct the confdence intervals using BCa bootstrapping 
(10,000 bootstrap iterations). Therefore, we can be 95% certain that 
the population mean is included within this given interval. We 
interpret the diference between two values using estimation tech-
niques, and give the strength of the evidence about the population 
means as recommended in the literature [7, 8, 23, 24, 26]. A conf-
dence interval of mean diferences shows evidence if the confdence 
interval does not overlap with 0, which corresponds to a statisti-
cally signifcant result using p-value tests. The farther away from 
0, and the tighter the confdence interval is, the stronger is our 
evidence. One can calculate equivalent p-values using the method 
by Krzywinski, and Altman [39]. 

5 IN-PERSON PILOT STUDY: BAR CHARTS OF 
WEEKLY SLEEP DURATIONS 

As a frst step, we conducted an in-person pilot study in the lab using 
an actual smartwatch. For this in-person pilot study, we focused on 
visualizations representing sleep duration because participants from 
the survey were most interested to see sleep duration, on average, of 
all temporal granularities. We focused on weekly sleep data instead 
of last night’s sleep as a richer source of data. In addition, Cai et 
al. [17] have already tested the winning donut chart for last night’s 
sleep patterns under varying display sizes, showing no negative 
efect at smaller display sizes. 

5.1 Stimuli and Tasks 
Representation Choice: The most preferred visualizations for a weekly 
overview of sleep durations were the area chart, and foating bar 
chart. We decided to use the foating bar chart, because it is the more 
common visualization technique for this data, and because it can 
encode more information including schedule, and sleep consistency. 
Moreover, it might be more afected by changes in tracker type due 
to the compression of bar width/length needed on the ftness band. 
A foating bar chart is a non-aligned bar chart, representing chosen 
preferred bedtimes, and wake-up times, i.e., the time when a person 
actually went to sleep, and woke up in the morning (Figure 2). 
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Table 2: Visualizations of sleep phases and sleep duration for smartwatch and ftness bands. Orange borders highlight the most 
preferred combinations of data and designs for each time granularity as well as for social comparisons. 
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Task Choice: The foating bar chart allowed us to add more tasks 
that are aligned to what respondents in the questionnaire wanted 
to learn from their sleep data. The tasks we investigated were: 

• T1: On which day did you sleep longer: Saturday or Sunday? 
• T2: Did you go to bed later than planned (22:00) on 4 or 
more days this week? 

• T3: Did you sleep longer on average on the weekend days 
(Sat, Sun) compared to the weekdays (Mon-Fri)? 

Common visualization tasks [15] inspired our tasks, which re-
quired participants to analyze temporal data. T1 is an elementary 
task, which a participant can answer by identifying two bars (Satur-
day, and Sunday), and comparing their ranges in the reference set; 
T2, and T3 are synoptic tasks, which require participants to gain 
an overview of the whole reference set [4]. For T2, participants 
needed to summarize the set by counting the bars in relation to 
a reference line (22:00). T3 required participants to identify two 
reference subsets (weekdays, and weekend), mentally aggregate 
bar length for each subset, and compare the aggregates. 
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Figure 2: Stimuli for the study representing weekly sleep du-
ration with three diferent form factors: Square, Wide, and 
Tall. Sizes, when printed without scaling, correspond to the 
physical sizes shown during the study. 

Data Generation: To generate the data used for the visualization 
stimuli, we generated values for sleep duration, and schedule for 
each night of the week. Each bar represented a sleep duration 
between 370, and 501 min of sleep that started up to 30 min before to 
50 min after the preferred bedtime of 22:00. For tasks that involved 
comparing bars, or the average of bars, we ensured that there was 
a diference of a least 8 px, which corresponded to 16 min of sleep 
duration. We colored the bars in two shades of blue to distinguish 
between weekdays, and weekend days. Stimuli of all three form 
factors had the same information, and text. 

5.2 Participants 
We recruited 18 participants (10 female, 8 male; 4 researchers, 14 
students) with an average age of 29.27 years (SD = 6.76). Their 
highest degree was Bachelor (2), Master (12), or Ph.D. (4). They 
all had a background in HCI. Out of 18 participants, 17 reported 
having experience with visualizations. All participants had normal, 
or corrected-to-normal vision, and 2 of them reported to have a 
color vision defciency. One participant owned a ftness tracker 
(Apple Watch), and two participants owned a ftness band (Fitbit). 
We compensated participants with chocolates, and tea at the end 
of the study. 

5.3 Procedure and Apparatus 
We used a within-subject design, and counterbalanced the order of 
the tasks, and the form factors using a Latin square. We used a Sony 
Smartwatch 3 with the Android Wear 2.8.0 operating system. The 
smartwatch’s screen dimensions were 28.73 mm × 28.73 mm with 
a resolution of 320 px × 320 px. We attached the smartwatch to a 
stand at an angle of 50 degrees [11]. We adjusted the stand so that 
the smartwatch was placed at 20 cm height from the table surface, 
and roughly 28 cm viewing distance from the participant [10]. We 
allowed participants to adjust their seating position during the 
study. To familiarize themselves with the procedure, participants 
did 15 practice trials, followed by a 10 s break, and 30 actual trials. 

Participants answered tasks by pressing one of the four arrow 
keys depending on the task (up/down for T1, left/right for T2, 
and T3) on the keyboard placed in front of them, and below the 
smartwatch stand. We used a Macbook Pro laptop to run a Java 
program, which recorded input (key presses) of participants, saved 
logs, and sent feedback to the smartwatch app implemented using 
Android programming. We connected the smartwatch, and laptop 
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to the same WiFi hotspot, and they communicated with each other 
via TCP sockets. 

5.4 Results 
In the following, we discuss the results (both time, and accuracy) of 
the in-person pilot study separated by task using confdence interval 
estimation techniques as described in Section 4.3. Table 3, and 
Table 4 show the detailed results including averages, and confdence 
intervals. 

5.4.1 Task T1: On which day did you sleep longer: Saturday or Sun-
day? 

Completion Time: Overall, we saw that participants were slower 
with Wide compared to the other two form factors. We have no 
evidence of a diference between Tall and Square . Completion 
times ranged on average between 766 ms–970 ms. 

Accuracy: Accuracy was almost 100% for all form factors, and there 
was no evidence of a diference between the conditions. 

5.4.2 Task T2: Did you go to bed later than planned (22:00) on 4 or 
more days this week? 

Completion Time: Square and Wide had almost the same com-
pletion time with 1075 ms and 1074 ms. We have evidence for Tall 
to be slower than the other two form factors with a completion 

time of 1424 ms. 

Accuracy: The accuracy in this task was only slightly lower than for 
T1 with 97–98%. We again see no evidence of a diference between 
form factors. 

5.4.3 Task T3: Did you sleep longer on average on the weekend days 
(Sat, Sun) compared to the weekdays (Mon-Fri)? 

Completion Time: We have weak evidence of a diference between 
Square (faster with 1006 ms on average), and Wide (slower 
with 1219 ms on average), but no evidence of a diference between 
the other form factors. 

Accuracy: T3 had the highest error rate, but accuracy was still above 
95% for each form factor. Again, we see no strong evidence of a 
diference between form factors, but there may be a trend for Tall 
to be more accurate than Wide . 

Summary: Accuracy was high in all three tasks (over 95%), and we 
saw no strong evidence of a diference across form factors according 
to how many errors participants made. Some diferences were, 
however, visible according to completion time. For T1, Wide was 
slower than the other two. For T2, Tall was slower than the other 
two. In T3, we saw a potential trend for Wide being slower than 
Square . 

6 SLEEP DURATION (BAR) STUDY: BAR 
CHARTS OF WEEKLY SLEEP DURATIONS 

After conducting the in-person pilot study, we re-ran the pilot 
as a crowdsourced study, during which participants had to use a 
smartphone. A crowdsourced study allowed us to access a broader 
pool of participants but with the tradeof that we could no longer use 
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Table 3: Completion Time analysis of data from the Pilot Sleep Duration (bar) Study. Left: average completion time in millisec-
onds. Right: pairwise comparisons for each task, and form factor. Error bars represent 95% Bootstrap confdence intervals (CIs) 
in black, adjusted for three pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction (in red). 
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Table 4: Accuracy analysis of data from the Pilot Sleep Duration (bar) Study. Left: average accuracy; right: pairwise compar-
isons for each task, and form factor. Error bars represent 95% bootstrap confdence intervals (CIs) in black, adjusted for three 
pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction (in red). 
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smartwatches to deploy the study. Our goal was to fnd out whether 
we could reach similar results when simulating smartwatches on 
smartphones in a crowdsourced setting. Due to the ongoing COVID-
19 pandemic in-person studies are harder to conduct, and our results 
have the potential to inform the design of future perception studies 
for smartwatches. 

6.1 Design Specifcs 
We used the same study design as for the in-person pilot study 
described in Section 5. The main diference between these two 
studies was that we used a between-subject design to reduce the 
study time per participant. The between-subjects factor was the 
task, so each participant saw one task but all three form factors. 
We preregistered the study at https://osf.io/yz8ar/. 

To approximate the pixel density of smartwatches, we designed 
the study to be run on smartphones using a mobile web browser. We 
used a framework for running online studies [43] into which stimuli 
images were loaded. This ensured that images were displayed at 
the original aspect ratio of the Sony Smartwatch 3 used in the 
in-person pilot study. We used a display size of 213 × 213 density-
independent pixels (DIP). Measuring in DIP allowed us to ensure 
that stimuli appear at the same physical size across screens, no 
matter what density those screens have. We followed the viewport 
size conversion of the Android developer community [25]. 

Participants could only participate in the study if they had a 
smartphone (e.g., Android mobile, iPhone) with a minimum screen 
resolution of 320 px × 480 px, had a web browser installed on their 
phone, and had a proper internet connection. We designed our 

https://osf.io/j2fx8/?view_only=d8173baf6b074c2a8e72e14de0644f48/
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study so that at the minimum screen resolution participants did 
not have to scroll the web page during the study. After fnishing 
each form factor, we asked participants about their confdence 
when performing the task on a 5-point Likert scale (5 = completely 
confdent, 4 = fairly confdent, 3 = somewhat confdent, 2 = slightly 
confdent, 1 = not confdent at all). A post-questionnaire followed 
after performing the task with all three form factors. There were no 
time constraints for giving their answers but we asked participants 
to answer as quickly, and accurately as possible. 

Training: Participants saw 15 random visualizations as training 
for each form factor. There were detailed instructions before each 
training describing the next type of visualization shown. 

Study Trials: In total, participants completed 34 trials per form factor, 
with 30 trials in random order, and 4 trials as attention checks per 
section for a total of 102 trials per participant. We collected the 
given answer per trial, the correct answer, and the time taken to 
answer. 

Exclusion Criteria: We excluded participants who reported having 
problems with the consent form, who reloaded the web browser, 
who did not fnish the complete study, whose monitor specifcations 
did not meet the study requirements, or who failed >=50% of the 
attention check trials. We clearly stated the exclusion criteria at 
the beginning of the study, notifed participants if they were not 
able to complete the study, and terminated the study early. We 
also included two additional attention check questions at the end 
of the study asking participants to select the task they had just 
completed as well as which type of data they had seen during 
the study (sleep, as well as rainfall, or weather as distractors). If a 
participant failed to answer these questions, then the study was 
immediately terminated. 

6.2 Participants 
We recruited fuent English speakers using Prolifc [55]. From the 
175 total responses, 36 were incomplete, 2 failed the attention check 
questions, and 2 participated multiple times, and we discarded them 
from all our analyses. In total 135 participants completed our study. 
We compensated participants who completed the study with a re-
ward of £2.63 for our 17-minute estimated study completion time, 
slightly higher than the French minimum wage requirements re-
quested by our ethics committee. For T1, there were 39 participants, 
42 participants for T2, and 54 participants for T3. It is difcult in 
crowdsourced studies to achieve an equal number of participants 
per condition but because we do not compare across tasks, the 
diference in participant numbers does not bias our fndings. 

Among participants, 45.9% were female, and 54.1% 
were male; 48.12% reported to be students, the rest (51.88%) 
did not provide their job status (Table 5). All participants had nor-
mal, or corrected-to-normal vision, and the average age was 26.43 
years (SD = 7.53). Among all participants, 27.06% owned a 
smartwatch, 29.32% owned a ftness band, and 6.01% 
owned both. When asked to report on their familiarity with foat-
ing bar charts on a Likert scale (Figure 3), most participants (51.9% 

) reported reading these charts occasionally. 
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6.3 Results 
We describe the results per task discussing completion time, accu-
racy, and confdence. We separate our discussion by task due to our 
between-subject study design (each participant saw all form factors 
for one task). For the data analysis, we only consider the data that 
was within two standard deviations of the mean answering time. 
We removed as outliers around 5% of the data across all tasks mostly 
due to a problem with our timer implementation: the frst trial of 
each form factor took an unexpectedly long time because the time 
counter included page loading time. Therefore, we removed the 
frst trial across all tasks but fxed this problem for our subsequent 
crowdsourced study reported in the next section. Table 6 summa-
rizes the results on completion time per task while Table 7 shows 
the detailed results of the error analysis. 

6.3.1 Task T1: On which day did you sleep longer: Saturday or Sun-
day? 

Completion Time: Participants were similarly fast with all three form 
factors. The average of Tall was fastest with 1300 ms, followed 
by Square with 1367 ms, and Wide with 1445 ms. Pairwise 
comparisons show no evidence of a diference between the three 
form factors because the corrected confdence intervals touch zero. 
It is nevertheless possible that there is a trend for Wide being 
slower than the other two because the uncorrected CIs either do 
not cross, or are close to 0. 

Accuracy: In this task, correctness was high for all representations 
(all 99% correct). We do not have evidence of a diference between 
sizes. 

Confdence: For T1 participants reported largely high confdence 
scores for all three form factors. Over 85% of respondents were at 
least fairly confdent with each form factor: Square = 95% , 
Tall = 92% , Wide = 87% (Figure 4 top). 

6.3.2 Task T2: Did you go to bed later than planned (22:00) on 4 or 
more days this week? 

Completion Time: Answer times ranged between 1547 ms (Wide ) 
to 1933 ms (Tall ), and there is strong evidence for Wide being 
faster than Tall . We did not see strong evidence of a diference 
between Square (with 1696 ms on average), and the other two 
form factors. Nevertheless, the uncorrected pairwise confdence 
intervals involving Square are close to 0 that may indicate a 
trend of a diference between Square and the other two form 
factors. 

Accuracy: With each form factor participants were 96–97% correct. 
We have only some evidence that participants may be more correct 
with Wide compared to Tall . 

Confdence: Participants reported high confdence scores for all form 
factors. For Square and Wide , 83.3% of participants were 
at least fairly confdent, and for Tall 90.5% (Figure 4 middle). 

6.3.3 Task T3: Did you sleep longer on average on the weekend days 
(Sat, Sun) compared to the weekdays (Mon-Fri)? 
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Table 5: Details about participants for the two crowdsourced studies. Number of participants (P), location, gender (F: Female, 
M: Male), age (M: mean, SD: standard deviation), percentage of students, percentage of participants who reported to own a 
smartwatch (SW), and percentage of participants who reported to own a ftness band (FB). 

Study P Location Gender Age Students SW FB 
(F/M) (M/SD) 

Sleep Duration (bar) 135 (46.7% / 53.3%) (26.56 / 7.7) 47.4% 26.6% 29.3% 

Sleep Phase (hypnogram) 117 (58.1% / 41.9%) (26.27 / 7.02) 55.5% 33.3% 24.7% 

Every day

Almost every day

Occasionally

Almost never

Never

8.1%

17.8%

51.9%

12.6%

9.6%

Sleep Duration (bar) Study

Every day

Almost every day

Occasionally

Almost never

Never

2.6%

6.8%

19.7%

22.2%

48.7%

Sleep Phase (hypnogram) Study

Figure 3: Analysis of demographic data from the Sleep Duration (bar) Study, and the Sleep Phase (hypnogram) Study. Left: 
familiarity rating of participants reading foating bar charts. Right: familiarity rating of participants reading hypnogram 
charts. 

Table 6: Completion Time analysis of data from the Sleep Duration (bar) Study. Left: average completion time in milliseconds 
for each task, and form factor. Right: pairwise comparisons for each task, and form factor. Error bars represent 95% Bootstrap 
confdence intervals (CIs) in black, adjusted for three pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction (in red). 
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Table 7: Accuracy analysis of data from the Sleep Duration (bar) Study. Left: average accuracy for each task, and form factor. 
Right: pairwise comparisons for each task, and form factor. Error bars represent 95% Bootstrap confdence intervals (CIs) in 
black, adjusted for three pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction (in red). 
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Completion Time: We saw no evidence of a diference between form 
factors for this task, and average completion times were similar: 
Tall = 1780 ms; Wide = 1857 ms, and Square = 1905 ms. 

Accuracy: Correctness for this task ranged between 93% (Wide ), 
and 96% (Square ). 

However, we have only evidence of a diference between Square 
(more accurate), and Wide . 
There is possibly a trend for Square to be more accurate than 

Tall as well but the CI is close to 0. 

Confdence: Participants reported the highest confdence scores 
for Square , with 89% being at least fairly confdent. The 
other confdence scores of participants reporting to be at least 
fairly confdent in their answers also remained high with 72% 
(Wide ), and 74% (Tall ) (Figure 4 bottom). 

6.3.4 Post-Study Qestionnaire. We asked participants to pick their 
preferred display form factor. For each task Square was the 
preferred representation (T1: 69.2% , T2: 73.8% , T3: 
57.4% ). When asked to compare the two wristband form 
factors Wide was preferred for all tasks (T1: 51.3% , T2: 
59.5% , T3: 53.7% ) but the preferences for one, or the 
other were not strong. 

Summary: The most obvious diference between form factors in 
this study was present in T2, for which Wide was both faster, 
and more accurate than Tall . Diferences in time in the other two 
tasks are not as prominent as in the in-person pilot study, but there 
are trends in T1 for Wide to be slower than Square and Tall . 
Accuracy was overall high (over 93%). We saw that in T3 Square 
was more accurate than Wide possibly more accurate than Tall 
and participants felt more confdent with it. We refect more on 

our methodological approach of conducting a crowdsourced study, 
and diferences to the in-person pilot study, in Section 8. 

7 SLEEP PHASE (HYPNOGRAM) STUDY: 
HYPNOGRAM CHARTS OF NIGHTLY SLEEP 
PHASES 

After we identifed that crowdsourced studies can help uncover 
insights on smartwatch perception, we expanded our exploration 
about whether people can use charts efectively across diferent 
form factors. Again, we focused our study on insights into sleep 
data, and their visualization. In this second study, we chose last 
night’s sleep phases as one of the data sources of most interest 
to wearers in our survey, and because its preferred visualization 
was surprising to us. In particular, we were surprised by the strong 
preference (75.8% ) for the hypnogram chart on the wristband 
form factor because it is a relatively complex, and visually busy 
temporal chart, and we were skeptical how well it would perform 
in practice. In comparison, only 33.3% of survey respondents 
had picked the hypnogram as preferred for the smartwatch-sized 
visualization. We followed the same design procedure as in our frst 
crowdsourced study. 

7.1 Stimuli and Tasks 
A hypnogram represents the stages of sleep as a function of time. 
The purpose of a hypnogram is to provide a general sense of nightly 
sleep behaviors. It diferentiates between diferent stages of sleep 
on the y-axis: rapid eye movement sleep (REM), and non-rapid 
eye movement sleep (NREM), sometimes separated into diferent 
levels like light, and deep sleep, during the sleep cycle [30]. A 
typical hypnogram on ftness trackers shows three sleep stages: 
light, deep, and REM together with the time a person is awake [16]. 
The hypnogram shows when someone transitioned from one stage 
to another along the x-axis. 

Participants in our survey reported to be interested in learning 
about their sleep phases. We formulated the following three tasks 
to target this interest, and to remain close to the types of tasks of 
our Sleep Duration (bar) Study: 
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Figure 4: Percentages of confdence ratings by participants of diferent form factors for each task for the Sleep Duration (bar) 
Study. 

• T1: Were you in the wake phase more than or equal to 4 
times? 

• T2: Did you have 4 or more transitions from REM to light 
sleep? 

• T3: Did you spend more time in REM than in deep sleep? 

All three tasks required participants to analyze temporal data. 
While T1 is an elementary task that participants can answer by 
counting bar peaks, T2, and T3 are synoptic tasks, which require 
participants to gain an overview of the whole reference set [4]. In 
T2, participants needed to count patterns related to a reference 
set from two sleep stages. T3 requires participants to identify two 
reference subsets (REM, and deep sleep), calculate the aggregate 
bar length for each subset, and compare the aggregates. 

To generate synthetic data used for the stimuli, we calculated 
values for the four diferent sleep stages. On a typical night, a person 
goes through four to six sleep cycles. Not all sleep cycles are of the 
same length, but on average, they last about 90 minutes each [53]. 
For the stimuli, as shown in Figure 5, we used fve sleep cycles, and 
96 min each for an 8-hour sleep duration (22:00-06:00). For the task 
that involved comparing bars of the aggregates, we ensured that 
there was a diference of a least 8 px. Stimuli of all three form factors 
had the same information, and text. We colored each sleep phase 
diferently: red-colored bars represent the wake sleep phase, blue-
colored bars for the REM sleep phase, green-colored bars for the 
light sleep phase, and purple-colored bars for the deep sleep phase. 
We used the color palette Sciences Po medialab [47] generated 
considering color blindness. We designed the visualizations to be 
similar to those already found on ftness tracking apps. 

7.2 Participants 
We recruited all participants in the same way as for our frst crowd-
sourced study via Prolifc [55]. Of the 162 total responses, 45 were 
incomplete, and discarded from all our analyses leaving us with 
117 participants in total to complete our study. We compensated 
participants who completed the study with a reward of £2.63 for our 

17-minute estimated study completion time, slightly higher than 
the French minimum wage requirements requested by our ethics 
committee. For T1, there were 45 participants, 36 participants for 
T2, and 36 participants for T3. We recruited 58.1% female, 
and 41.9% male participants; 55.5% of the participants 
reported to be students, the job status of the rest (44.5%) is unknown. 
All participants had normal, or corrected-to-normal vision, and the 
average age was 26.27 years, (SD = 7.02). Among all participants, 
33.3% owned a smartwatch, 24.7% owned a ftness 
band, and 6.83% owned both. Participants reported not to 
read hypnogram charts often: Never (48.7% ) was the high-
est answer when rating hypnogram chart familiarity on a 5-point 
Likert scale. Figure 3 right, and Table 5 summarize background 
information about the participants. 

7.3 Results 
We describe the results discussing completion time, accuracy, and 
confdence. We separate our discussion by task due to our between-
subject design. For the data analysis, we only considered the data 
that was within two standard deviations of the mean answering 

Figure 5: Stimuli for the Sleep Phase (hypnogram) Study 
representing nightly sleep phases (wake, REM, light, deep) 
using three diferent form factors: Square, Wide, and Tall. 
Sizes, when printed without scaling, correspond to the phys-
ical sizes shown during the study. 
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Table 8: Completion Time analysis of data from the Sleep Phase (hypnogram) Study. Left: average completion time in millisec-
onds for each task; right: pairwise comparisons for each task, and form factor. Error bars represent 95% Bootstrap confdence 
intervals (CIs) in black, adjusted for three pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction (in red). 

1030 ms [948, 1173] −15 ms [-97, 96] 

T1 1045 ms [985, 1138] −75 ms [-183, 2] 

970 ms [917, 1029] −60 ms [-227, 44] 

210 ms [-129, 526] 

T2 1357 ms [817, 2018] 

1147 ms [491, 1777] 

1250 ms [1145, 1423] 55 ms [-122, 209] 

T3 1194 ms [1088, 1327] 16 ms [-121, 164] 

1211 ms [1123, 1309] −38 ms [-199, 100] 

●
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−500 0 500 1000 1500 2000
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3081 ms [2827, 3357] 
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−500 0 500 1000 1500 2000

2871 ms [2593, 3157] 

4228 ms [3600, 4928] 

●
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square
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●
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−500 0 500 1000 1500 2000

Table 9: Accuracy analysis of data from the Sleep Phase (hypnogram) Study. Left: average accuracy; right: pairwise compar-
isons for each task, and form factor. Error bars represent 95% Bootstrap confdence intervals (CIs) in black, adjusted for three 
pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction (in red). 

95% [98, 99] -0.06% [-0.8, 0.6] 

T1 99% [98, 99] -0.01% [-0.9, 0.7] 

99% [98, 99] 0.05% [-0.7, 0.8] 

0.8% [-1.1, 5.3] 

T2 -5.6% [-13, -1.9] 

-6.4% [-13, -3.1] 

99% [98, 99] 0.1% [-1.4, 0.8] 

T3 99% [98, 99] -0.5% [-1.8, 0.2] 

98% [97, 99] -0.7% [-1.9, 0.6] 
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wide
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tall − wide

square − wide

−10 0 10 20

time. This means we almost uniformly removed around 5% of the 
data across all tasks. Table 8, and Table 9 give numerical details 
about the time, and accuracy results. 

7.3.1 Task T1: Were you in the Wake phase more than or equal to 4 
times? 

Completion Time: The average completion times for Tall (970 ms), 
Square (1030 ms), and Wide (1045 ms) were similar. We saw 
no strong evidence for diferences in the pairwise comparisons of 
techniques but there may be a trend for Tall to be slightly faster 
than Wide . 

Accuracy: Correctness was high for all representations (all 99% cor-
rect on average). We do not have evidence of a diference between 
form factors. 

Confdence: Figure 6 top shows the confdence for all three form 
factors for T1. There were no participants who reported not to be 
confdent, and confdence ratings overall were high. Most people 
with the Square form factor reported to be completely confdent 
(73.3% ), followed by Wide (64.4% ), and Tall (57.8% 

). 

7.3.2 Task T2: Did you have 4 or more transitions from REM to light 
sleep? 

Completion Time: T2 had the largest average completion times in 
our study with 2871 ms for Wide up to 4228 ms for Tall . In the 
pairwise comparisons, we have strong evidence for this task being 
slower to complete with Tall than with the other two form factors 
(slower by over 1 s). 
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Accuracy: Average correctness was 94%, and 95% on average for 
Wide and Square respectively but dropped to 88% for Tall 
. We have evidence that Tall was indeed less accurate than the 
other two form factors, but no evidence of a diference between 
Wide and Square . 

Confdence: Confdence was lowest for this task. We see the difcul-
ties participants had with Tall confrmed in the confdence rating; 
53.3% reported being only somewhat confdent, or lower. 
Confdence ratings for Square and Wide were similar with 
80.6% of respondents reporting being fairly, or completely 
confdent. 

7.3.3 Task T3: Did you spend more time in REM than in Deep sleep? 

Completion Time: The average completion times for this task ranged 
around 1.2 s with only small diferences between form factors: Wide 

1194 ms, Tall 1211 ms, and Square 1250 ms. We have no 
evidence of a diference between form factors. 

Accuracy: Participants were 98–99% correct in this task on average 
for all form factors. There was no evidence of a diference in the 
pairwise comparisons. 

Confdence: The confdence scores were high for this task. Over 30% 
of participants reported being completely confdent with each form 
factor, and Wide having the highest response at 47.2% . 
For each form factor, over 80% of respondents were at least 
fairly confdent: 94.4% for Wide , 88.9% for Square 
, and 80.5% for Tall . 

7.3.4 Post-Study Qestionnaire. When asked to pick their pre-
ferred display size, participants preferred Square clearly for T1 
(73.3% ). For T2 nobody chose Tall and the diference be-
tween Square (52.8% ) over Wide (47.2% ) was 
small. The pattern was similar but reversed for T3 with participants 
slightly preferring Wide (55.6% ) to Square (41.7% 
). When asked to decide between the two wristband form factors 
specifcally, participants showed a clear preference for Wide (T1: 
86.7% , T2: 97.2% , T3: 88.9% ). 

Summary: Most diferences were visible in T2, with Tall perform-
ing worse than Square and Wide in terms of both time, and 
accuracy. We saw no other clear diference between the three form 
factors in T1, and T3. Participants tended to feel more confdent 
with Square and Wide although confdence was high for all 
three form factors. These two were also the preferred form factors 
over Tall . 

8 DISCUSSION 
In the following, we refect on our study results, and the method-
ologies we used to study ftness tracker visualizations. 

8.1 Study Results 
We set out to understand how best to visualize sleep data on ftness 
trackers. Sleep visualizations are compelling to study because they 
can contain several types of data (temporal, quantitative, categorical, 
etc.), are relatively complex, and because many people care deeply 
about understanding their sleep data. From our survey, we learned 
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that people are interested the most in short-term data (last night’s 
sleep, or weekly sleep patterns). Surprisingly, only about a third of 
our respondents were interested in comparing their sleep patterns 
to others. 

In our survey, we asked participants which types of sleep visual-
izations they would prefer for diferent types of sleep data based 
on the form factor of their own ftness tracker. It was interesting 
to see that purely text-based representations were preferred only 
in one case—social comparison of sleep duration data on Square 
. More than half of our participants preferred several charts with 

particularly strong preferences for multiple of the Wide repre-
sentations: horizontal bars for social comparison data, area charts 
for monthly overviews, and the hypnogram for last night’s sleep 
phases. Due to the additional compression in the vertical direction 
when moving from a Square to a Wide form factor, we were 
surprised to see that independent participants often picked the 
same sleep visualizations (Figure 1) for the two form factors. The 
vertical compression should specifcally afect vertical bar, area, or 
line charts, and diferent aspect ratios have shown in the past to 
afect the reading of charts [64]. 

Researchers can use our results to inspire the choice of dedi-
cated sleep visualizations for ftness trackers that app developers 
are currently still rarely deploying on these devices. However, be-
cause the survey focused purely on visual preference we did not 
have evidence to recommend the use of the same types of charts 
on diferent form factors. Therefore, we conducted two follow-up 
studies that tested two common, and highly rated representation 
types for sleep duration, and sleep phase data. In our frst study on 
sleep duration, we tested horizontal bar charts to encode weekly 
sleep data. We had expected that the horizontal compression of 
the chart, and the smaller visible diferences between bars with 
similar start, or end positions would have a negative impact on the 
Tall version of the chart. Nevertheless, we included Tall as a 
condition because when worn it is more natural to read a wristband 
vertically, and wristbands often use a vertical layout in practice. 
Overall, we saw high accuracy with the visualizations for all tasks, 
and form factors. Surprisingly, the negative efect of horizontal com-
pression only showed clearly for task completion time in Task 2, a 
synoptic task that required reading multiple bars, and comparing 
them to a reference line. Because we had designed diferences to 
be at least 4 px for Tall and 8 px for Wide and Square , the 
negative efect of the horizontal compression seemed to be less 
important than we thought. We also saw a trend for Wide being 
slower than the other two form factors for the elementary task 
that required comparing the length of two bars. This is interesting 
because the main diference of this form factor was the smaller bar 
width. 

Next, we tested the hypnogram as a sleep phase visualization 
that our survey respondents strongly preferred for Wide . We 
expected again that the performance for Tall would sufer due 
to the horizontal compression. We saw that this was only the case 
in Task 2, a synoptic task that required looking for specifc types 
of transitions between phases. We had made sure that all would 
be visible in the Tall rendering but the fact that all transitions 
were visually closer together negatively afected completion time, 
accuracy, and confdence scores. We also saw that more than half 
of the respondents picked Square as their preferred display size 
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Not confident Slightly confident Somewhat confident Fairly confident Completely confident
Figure 6: Percentages of confdence ratings by participants of diferent form factors for each task for the Sleep Phase (hypno-
gram) Study. 

for this task, giving some evidence that despite not showing as the 
preferred visualization in our survey for the Square , the chart 
worked well for most participants in our study. 

8.2 Design Considerations 
Based on our results, we summarize the following design consider-
ations for sleep visualizations on ftness trackers. 

Integrate sleep visualizations on ftness trackers: Overall, we 
saw in our survey an interest in detailed sleep data shown directly 
on the tracking devices themselves. Across our studies, people could 
solve all but one task in under 2 s with high accuracy, providing ev-
idence that these visualizations have the potential to be glanceable, 
and efective at communicating sleep data to wearers [9]. 

Consider charts of the Tall orientation for wristbands: In 
our studies, we tested both vertical, and horizontal wristband sized 
displays. When actually worn around a wrist, a wristband-sized 
chart would be more quickly read if rendered using the Tall form 
factor because the wrist would have to be turned less. However, 
charts of this form factor did not perform well with respect to task 
completion time in more complex synoptic tasks. Practically, the 
diferences in answer time might be outweighed by the additional 
time needed to turn the wrist to correctly orient charts of the 
Wide form factor. In addition, Tall bar, and hypnogram charts 
performed well according to completion time for elementary tasks, 
even outperforming (or trending to outperform) charts of the Wide 

form factor. 

Consider horizontal bars for social comparison data on Wide 
form factors: In the survey, people strongly preferred bar repre-

sentations. Due to the minimal compression in the vertical direction, 
which does not afect the data encoding, we expect these visualiza-
tions to be similarly accurately readable in social comparison tasks, 
as our horizontal bars in the present study on sleep duration. 

Use horizontal bars for weekly overview data: We saw that 
participants were efective at both the elementary, and the two syn-
optic tasks. They also were confdent, correct, and fast completing 
the three tasks (<2 s) with these charts at all form factors. 

Do not use vertical hypnograms when wearers might want 
to understand sleep stage transitions: For T2, which required 
counting specifc sleep stage transitions, we saw that participants 
needed the longest to answer (around 4 s), made the most errors, 
and were the least confdent compared to the other form factors. 

8.3 Methodological Refection 
The COVID-19 pandemic has prompted us to reconsider our re-
search methods. Those of us who conduct in-person qualitative, 
or quantitative research have experienced substantial challenges 
in accessing study populations because of new social distancing 
regulations. In particular, research that requires specifc types of 
technologies, such as smartwatches in our case, is challenged by 
the inability to run in-person studies. Our in-person pilot study, 
and the follow-up crowdsourced version of the pilot study, ofer 
the opportunity to refect on whether we can usefully run percep-
tion type studies for smartwatches in crowdsourced settings. Our 
approach simulated smartwatch-sized displays on smartphones, 
allowed us to target a wider audience, and make recommendations 
about smartwatch-sized displays. A recent study by Blascheck and 
Isenberg [12] already showed that running studies on a desktop 
computer with same sized stimuli leads to similar results, allowing 
researchers to run smartwatch studies on devices that are more 
available. 

8.3.1 Summary, and Diferences Between In-Person Pilot Study, and 
the Crowdsourced Sleep Duration (bar) Study. 
The crowdsourced version of our Sleep Duration (bar) Study had a 
few study design diferences compared to the in-person pilot study 
that we outlined in Section 6.1. To answer our question whether a 
crowdsourced study to target ftness tracker perception is viable, 
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we did not perform detailed statistical comparisons. Rather, we 
discuss how the results difer in the identifed trends. In general, we 
would expect performance to be noisier in a crowdsourced study 
than in an in-person study but strong evidence should remain. 

Overall, participants in the lab study had faster completion times. 
This can be caused by the diferent input methods used (keyboard 
vs. on-screen buttons on the smartphone), and the additional noise 
produced by the lack of control of the crowdsourced study environ-
ment. Several smaller efects in completion time that we observed 
in the in-person pilot study tended to be trends in the crowdsourced 
study. For example, for T1 (comparison of two adjacent bars), the 
evidence that Wide was slower than the other two form factors in 
the in-person pilot study became only a trend in the crowdsourced 
study; or the completion time diference between Tall and Square 

in T2 (comparison of multiple bars) that also became a trend in 
the crowdsourced study. Yet, the strong evidence of Tall being 
slower than Wide in T2 was present across both the in-person 
pilot study, and the crowdsourced study. Measuring time accurately 
in crowdsourced studies is a known challenge [14], and indicates 
that we may need a larger number of participants to reach the same 
level of evidence between in-person, and crowdsourced studies. 
Participants in both studies were accurate in their answers, with 
the average accuracy for T2, and T3 (comparing averages of groups 
of bars) being only slightly lower in the crowdsourced study (1–4 
percentage points) but practically the same for T1. 

Overall, we conclude that simulating ftness tracker displays 
on smartphones for crowdsourced perception studies worked well. 
We had engaged participants who performed similarly quickly as 
well as accurately, and strong evidence remained. Of course, we 
cannot perform all types of ftness tracker studies online by using 
smartphones. Any study that wishes to measure the impact of 
actually wearing the device, turning the wrist to look at the screen, 
or to measure the impact of contextual factors such as movement, 
still require feld, or lab studies. 

8.3.2 Recommendations for Seting up a Crowdsourced Fitness Tracker 
Study. 
Here we refect on several of our study setup decisions, and imple-
mentation details that helped to conduct a successful crowdsourced 
ftness tracker perception study using smartphones. 

Ensuring study participants used a smartphone: On the Pro-
lifc platform we indicated that our study had to be performed using 
a smartphone, and wrote dedicated instructions. Because Prolifc 
does not itself test whether participants really used a smartphone 
we implemented a check that tested whether participants used a 
mobile browser. Checking screen resolution alone is not a good test 
because modern smartphones have similar resolutions compared 
to many desktop displays still currently in use. 

Ensuring correct stimuli sizing: Smartphone environments of-
fer a way to implement visual stimuli using DIP to be rendered 
at similar physical sizes on viewers’ smartphones. While we can-
not control people’s viewing distance from the screen in online 
perceptual studies, with DPIs we can at least ensure similar phys-
ical rendering sizes, and assume standard viewing distances for 
smartphones for the average participant. 
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Recording time: It is often argued that time is not a reliable mea-
sure in crowdsourced studies [14]. We set a time counter program-
matically within the application: when participants changed the 
browser tab during the study the time counter would pause, and 
when participants returned to the tab the time counter would con-
tinue. However, issues with outliers in completion time remained, 
which we then removed from our analyses. 

Ensuring engagement, and training: One of the main pitfalls of 
crowdsourced studies is reduced control in the assessment of partic-
ipants’ training [13]. We worked towards an increased willingness 
to engage with instructions by keeping them short, and splitting 
them across separate pages. The instructions were provided with 
text, and graphics before each training to be more engaging. Par-
ticipants also needed to actively consent to understanding each 
instruction before they could see the next image. In our last non-
mandatory question—“Do you have any comment about the study, 
for example, concerning the clarity of the instructions, or technical 
issues you might have experienced? (optional)” we asked participants 
to give us feedback. For the Sleep Duration (bar) Study, 28 partic-
ipants gave us voluntary comments, 12 of them mentioned that 
the instructions were clear, and explained well to them. For the 
Sleep Phase (hypnogram) Study, 16 participants gave us comments, 
4 of them mentioned that everything was clear, and understandable 
to them. Some of the comments from the participants were—“The 
study was enjoyable. There were no difculties whatsoever. Every-
thing was explained perfectly.”, “The instructions were simple, and 
clear, and the study was very interesting.”, “The instructions were 
clear, and well explained.”, “Very clear instructions for which I was 
grateful.”, “All was very clear, and understandable.” As such, we are 
confdent to recommend a similar study, and training setup. 

Ensuring smooth study loading: We spent a lot of efort to 
reduce the loading time of the study web pages, and stimuli so 
that participants were not impeded by their internet speed. All 
graphics used in the study were produced in the Portable Network 
Graphics (PNG) format, or Graphics Interchange Format (GIF), and 
compressed to small fle sizes. With a regular internet connection, 
the complete online study—a total of 32 web pages including all 
graphics—loaded within 2–4 seconds, and the frst page within 7–15 
milliseconds. 

9 CONCLUSION 
We investigated how to visualize sleep data on smartwatches, and 
ftness bands, through four diferent studies. In a frst survey, we 
showed that wearers were mostly interested in weekly sleep du-
ration, and nightly sleep phase data. Then, in an in-person pilot 
study, and two crowdsourced studies, we selected, and tested the 
efectiveness of some of the most preferred visual representations 
for this data—bars, and hypnograms—under both elementary, and 
synoptic tasks. We found that despite their reduced display real es-
tate, Tall , and Wide performed, with a few exceptions, similarly 
to the larger Square form factor. Accuracy was also high across 
tasks. This indicates that all form factors present viable platforms 
for displaying, and reading visualizations. Finally, we refected on 
our adoption of a crowdsourced study methodology, which enabled 
us to reach a broader participant demographic for studies that have 
been traditionally lab-based. 
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Our work opens new questions for future research. While strong 
time performance trends were similar in our in-person, and crowd-
sourced study, the crowdsourced study seemed to highlight more 
diferences in accuracy. It would be interesting to investigate why 
this is the case, and more generally conduct a systematic compar-
ison of how in-person, and crowdsourced study results difer for 
such specialized wearable devices. Moreover, both types of studies 
remain fairly constraint, and controlled: smartwatches, and ftness 
bands are worn in contexts that include movement, and changing 
lighting conditions that may reduce readability. It remains future 
work to investigate these, and other factors stemming from real-use 
that may afect visualization reading, and comprehension. In addi-
tion, it would be useful to test the generalizability of our fndings 
to other types of small-scale data representations, for example, the 
area chart, which was also often preferred. 
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